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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

CMULE – A TREE BASED DATA EXFILTRATION PROTOCOL FOR WIRELESS 
SENSOR NETWORKS 
 
Joseph Jerome Coyne, MS 
 
George Mason University, 2009 
 
Thesis Director: Dr. Robert Simon 
 
 
 
Packet level Denial of Service (DoS) attacks in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are 

executed by violating the Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) protocol and flooding 

the air with packets.  WSNs use multi-channel transceivers that can operate on a single 

channel at a time.  WSN protocols typically operate on a single channel and are 

susceptible to easily programmable DoS attacks.  CMULE is a multi-hop multi-channel 

data exfiltration protocol.  CMULE is  built using some of the ideas contained in 

MULEPRO, a jamming-resistant protocol for multi-channel WSNs.  CMULE targets 

data-gathering WSN applications and provides  jamming resistance by spreading the 

transmission throughput over multiple channels. CMULE builds the transmission 

schedule using MULEPRO's Latin square scheduling technique and distance-2 vertex 

coloring to manage multi-channel operation while avoiding the hidden terminal problem.  

The transmission schedule is kept secret and managed by a keyed distributed algorithm.  

The transmission schedule is paired with multi-hop routing data in order to preserve the 

 



routing direction of the original multi-hop protocol.  In order to service both CMULE and 

the multi-hop network protocol for new and dropped nodes, multi-channel operation 

periodically ceases and all nodes meet on a secretly agreed channel. 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

 

An introduction to WSN networks is provided.  Next, brief overviews of security and 

architecture restrictions will be discussed.  Further, an introduction to jamming 

susceptibility in WSNs will be explained, followed by an overview of MULEPRO and 

data gathering in WSNs.  Finally, the motivations and contributions of CMULE will be 

discussed. 

1.1 Embedded Computers and Wireless Sensor Networks 

Embedded computer platforms have been around for years in cars, graphing calculators, 

digital door locks, etc.  Recently, these small platforms have seen their communication 

capabilities expand through the use of wireless networking.  Standardized wireless 

networking allows devices of different natures to interoperate efficiently over a shared 

medium.  WiFi for PDAs, wireless sensor networks (WSN), broadband mobile internet, 

and wireless smart home products which can be installed by a home owner [1] are all 

available to the consumer.  As both short range and long range wireless devices emerge, 

the overcrowding and security of their wireless transactions must be addressed. 

The wireless sensor network sector of industry is rapidly gaining traction with the 

development of easily programmable off-the-shelf platforms such as the TelosB and 

MicaZ.  These devices can currently be found monitoring vibration and stress in a  

structural integrity [2], temperature applications [3], environmental applications [4], and 
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many other deployment scenarios.  Additional applications include military force 

protection, intelligence gathering, hospital applications, and disaster recovery operations.  

1.2 Security 

Considering the present state and future of WSNs, network security and integrity are 

imperative for useful operation of these devices which will most likely become mission 

critical [17].  Traditional wireless network security implementations are impractical in 

WSNs due to the computational or communication overhead generated, thereby both 

reducing  WSN application-level throughput and draining the battery.  There is a great 

amount of research in the area of wireless sensor network security, suggesting candidate 

cryptographic algorithms with low computational/energy overhead [5].  There are even 

some industry innovations, such as encryption that occurs in the hardware of the radio 

[6].  However, it is widely observed that encryption is not a security “silver bullet” [18].  

Cryptography is often associated with preventing eavesdropping, as well as 

authentication, non-repudiation, and integrity.  Cryptographic methods do not  offer 

service sustainability in the face of a Denial of Service (DoS) attack. 

1.3 Embedded Architecture Resource Restrictions 

The capabilities of WSN nodes are severely resource restricted in terms of computation, 

communication and power.   The current wireless networking protocol standard for 

WSNs, IEEE 802.15.4, provides for data packets equal to or less than 127 bytes long and 

a maximum of 250 kb/s [7].  A common 802.15.4 compatible radio chip, the CC2402 by 

Texas Instruments, has a maximum throughput of 250Kb/s.  802.15.4 is a low-throughput 

personal area network protocol [7].  Most units operate in the 2.4 GHz, while others can 
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operate in the 900MHz and 800MHz.  The low power nature of the radios are very 

susceptible to line of sight obstructions, giving about 5-10 meters indoors and 30-40 

meters outdoors (LoS).   

1.4 Jamming Susceptibility 

Low power wireless networks are particularly susceptible to wireless transmission 

interference.  With an intended range of tens of meters, electromagnetic interference as 

well as WSN density can easily and accidentally produce a denial of service attack.  

While these situations may not bring a network to a halt, they will severely reduce the 

throughput of an already bandwidth constrained network.  A worst case scenario of 

jamming in a wireless network is an intentional DoS attack.  A DoS attack originating 

from a high-powered broadband source (e.g., one capable of disrupting multiple 

frequencies simultaneously) may completely disrupt communications of a wireless 

network interface, providing no hope of communication.  A cheaper and easily 

deployable attack scenario is to jam one or more specific channels that a wireless 

interface is capable of tuning to by misusing existing network software and hardware.   

1.5 MULEPRO 

As a defense to packet level DoS attacks in WSNs  Alfnie and Simon have designed and 

implemented  a multi-channel data exfiltration protocol for wireless sensor networks.  

MULEPRO [8] utilizes a distributed coloring algorithm for node identification and Latin 

Square scheduling to provide a time and channel combination for packet transmission.   

Evaluation of MULEPRO shows that by using a sufficient number of channels, data 

throughput close to an unobstructed common channel operation.  This is significant 
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because their testing also shows MULEPRO can maintain a high level of throughput even 

in the face of several channels being jammed.  The authors are quick to note, however, 

that if all channels are being simultaneously jammed, then the network will be partitioned 

just as if all nodes are being jammed via a common channel.  MULEPRO is a reactive 

protocol that circumvents the original network protocol as an emergency measure to 

ensure data gets out of the network and to the intended end point.  This reactionary 

approach attempts to communicate with anyone who may be able to hear and forward the 

data, despite the original topology of the non-jammed nodes (specifically, nodes that are 

unaware of a jamming scenario and have not switched to MULEPRO mode).   

1.6 Collection Tree Protocol 

The Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) is an open source multi-hop protocol written by the 

TinyOS community used as a data-gathering mechanism [9].  It is "addressless" in the 

sense that a CTP tree can be instantiated with any number of root collection points, and 

nodes in the tree will attempt to cooperatively route data to the nearest collection point.  

A routing decision is calculated using information originating from neighbor 

advertisements (beacons).  A neighbor advertisement is generated by every node, and the 

information it contains is the sum of network hops and a gradient value relating to the 

radio strength of the received signal for each hop, combined into a single metric.  CTP is 

fully distributed, and all routing decisions are made locally.  
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Figure 1.1:  Multi-hop network w/ routes showing. Root node is 0. 

 

 

1.7 Motivation for CMULE 

The contribution of this thesis is an adaptation of the MULEPRO protocol, such that 

MULEPRO’s data exfiltration capabilities are extended to a general purpose data 

gathering mechanism. The intention is to provide MULEPRO technology at a minimal 

energy overhead cost while not disrupting the original network architecture.  CTP has 

been chosen as the underlying routing and forwarding mechanism as it is a commonly 

used open-source data-gathering protocol.  Providing MULEPRO technology to existing 

open-source data-gathering protocols increases the integrity of the network by providing 

the data exfiltration capability needed to resist DoS attacks (both intentional and 

unintentional) while utilizing the original data-gathering architecture which is often 

application specific. 
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1.8 CMULE Contributions 

While most of the multi-channel operational concepts are taken directly from 

MULEPRO, CMULE offers several novel approaches to managing the operations of both 

the data-gathering protocol and multi-channel operations.  The first is a distributed 

keying system in order to make sure all the nodes are synchronized in their multi-channel 

operation.  The second is a rate limiting system for data gathering such that network 

buffers of the data-gathering protocols do not overflow with the extended periods of 

disconnection with their upstream nodes.  The final contribution is a reconfiguration 

period in which all nodes periodically return to a common to maintenance the data-

gathering protocol routes and simultaneously reconfigure CMULE after that maintenance 

has occurred. 
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CHAPTER 2 Background and Related Work 

 

The aim of this chapter is to provide a general understanding of WSN applications and 

issues.  Background information will be given on sensor applications, issues in WSN 

security, power management, and communication.  The previously stated issues as they 

relate to data gathering protocols will be discussed.   Next, the MULEPRO application 

will be discussed.  Finally, CMULE will be introduced as a blend of MULEPRO 

technology and data gathering needs in order to solve several security issues in data 

gathering protocols.   

2.1 Sensor Applications 

WSNs are composed of small computer platforms called motes.  A mote has a wireless 

radio, a microcontroller (MCU), memory, and one or more environmental (or other type) 

sensors all in a very small form factor comparable to the size of a credit card.  The 

thickness is often determined by the size of the battery, which in most cases are "AA" 

type batteries.  Two or more of these mote devices placed within radio range create a 

WSN capable of sensing the environment and sending the sensed data back home to a 

user on a PC or gateway.    WSNs have predominantly been a research field, but now 

have begun to proliferate in the industrial sector with various types of deployments 

including environmental monitoring, automatic meter reading, and even vibration 

monitoring. 
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 The current aim of industry is to create "smart objects” [10] consisting of a 

communication framework built from normally boring things like appliances, doors, 

household electronics, and other "dumb" objects.  Examples of a smart environment 

could involve air conditioning turning off when the door has been left open for too long 

or the house alarm deactivates when an owner approaches the doorway.  An even more 

impressive display would be water pipeline management that could be attached to any 

pipeline layout without retro-fitting the existing pipe deployment.  Such a scenario 

creates the ability to monitor problems and pinpoint the source along the pipeline.  

Leveraging small form factor and off the shelf technology, motes could also offer a forest 

fire protection service an early alert system for regions park rangers cannot easily 

observe.  Best of all, if some motes are consumed by fire, they likely will heal their 

wireless network to reroute data provided the network has not become partitioned with 

respect to radio space. 

The resource restrictions of a typical mote  can be both an advantage and 

disadvantage.  Their small size makes deployment cheap and easy, but they do not have 

comparable capability to a modern PC.  The TelosB mote runs at 16MHz, with 10 KB of 

combined instruction and data space and a 16 bit word size [11].   The typical mote MCU 

does not possess floating point capability. The restricted memory space gives WSN 

programmers a challenge in deciding what and how to code certain functions that are the 

most efficient possible with respect to the number of compute cycles needed and code 

size in the binary.  Most sensor network research is conducted using TinyOS, a variant of 

the C programming language that compiles "parameterized modules" and "wires" those 
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modules together via interface signatures [12].  This variation of C utilizes synchronous 

and asynchronous code execution to provide interrupt capability while trying to avoid 

race conditions. 

Despite the seemingly minimal computing capacity, the motes have the ability to 

do a great deal of useful local processing.  They can create ad-hoc networks such that a 

dynamic data routing path that can be formed based on neighbor information in order to 

route data out of the network to an interested third party.  These multi-hop routing 

deployments allow nodes to be both a data generator and a router to work cooperatively 

with other neighbor nodes.  Best of all, the routes can self heal when a node drop-out has 

been detected, so long as the network has not been partitioned.  This is usually done 

through neighbor advertisement information, and routing decisions are decided at each 

mote individually. 

The ability to communicate without a central network infrastructure makes 

deployment easier and more reliable in diverse and changing requirements.  Consider the 

forest fire scenario discussed earlier.  The park rangers have no need for infrastructure 

equipment because the fire sensors are the network infrastructure.  The IEEE 802.15.4 

specification provides standardization for low power wireless radios at the physical and 

MAC layers.  The network layer implementing multi-hop mesh networking is usually 

written by industry or an open source community, showing that network design is left 

completely to the discretion of the developers.  Typical network protocols found in 

modern wired and wireless networks (TCP/IP, UDP, etc) are not used due to the resource 

constraints of the platforms.  The exception to this is the development of “6LoWPAN” 
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which is a partial port of IP v6, and beyond the scope of this thesis [13]. With the 

capability of unregulated placement, sensor network deployments can be molded to fit 

almost any monitoring or control need.   

2.2 Issues in Wireless Sensor Network Security 

 Wireless networks use the shared medium of the air, making their data capable of being 

intercepted by anyone within radio range.  For low power networks, radio range can be 

extremely limited (10 meters). However, if a WSN is collectively routing packets to a 

central point, an eavesdropper would only need to listen near the central collection point 

in order to eventually hear all the traffic on the network.  Since the central collection 

point is imperative to the operation of the network, the only way to thwart eavesdropping 

here would be some sort of encryption or eavesdropper evasion, likely through the use of 

channel hopping. 

WSNs have the same security requirements as other networked systems, including 

the need for confidentiality, authentication and integrity.  Addressing these requirements 

is more difficult in the WSN environment due to unattended functioning, power 

limitations and resource restrictions.  Further, Node failure in wireless sensor networks is 

typically caused by physical damage to the unit, drained batteries, or improper coding 

(crash).  While physical damage to the unit can be avoided with care, unchecked power 

consumption can lead to a premature end of the network lifetime.  Node failure could 

partition the network if the security policies are not capable of handling unexpected node 

failure. Also, an adversary might try to replace a "failed" mote with a malicious mote.   
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Operational robustness in sensor networks can be a challenge due to the small 

code storage capability.  Safe guards which can be taken for granted in modern languages 

(Java, Canary, etc) have no place in an environment where the developer struggles to cut 

down code size so that the core application code fits within memory constraints.  

Dynamic memory allocation is not available in TinyOS, so the developer must not 

depend on algorithms that need dynamic space characteristics to solve security problems.  

In regard to jamming scenarios, WSNs have a need for the capability of data 

exfiltration.  Data exfiltration is the ability to route data in the face of adverse networking 

or operational conditions.  A system critical deployment could result in serious 

consequences if data flow stops.  The low power and low throughput characteristics of 

WSNs make them especially vulnerable to DoS type scenarios. 

2.3 Power Management 

DoS attacks pose a threat to power management and security in such a way that a jammer 

can simultaneously prevent a node from transmitting data and possibly force the node to 

prematurely expend all its energy attempting transmit through the jam.  A victim can 

possibly have a random sleep schedule that the attacker would not be able to determine, 

but could easily wait for a packet to be sent by the victim to restart the jamming attack.  

A possible solution for the victim would be the ability to move between channels such 

that the attacker would have to attempt to follow in order to intercept and execute a DoS 

attack on the victim. 
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2.4 Jamming Attacks and Wireless Communication Impairments 

The low power radio on mote platforms makes them extra susceptible to EM interference 

and impairment because they may not be able to overcome the ambient EM, or be unable 

to penetrate through materials.  A major imperilment of wireless communication that 

deals with the focus of this papers research is the half-duplex nature of data transmission, 

in which only one participant may transmit at a time.  An accidental jamming scenario 

may be a very dense WSN deployment with a high data rate, or possibly deploying more 

than one WSN in the same radio space.  Both of these could cause unintentional jamming 

where interoperability and fair use protocols were not robust enough to deal with such 

scenarios.  A common solution would be to switch to a different channel for operation.   

While newer implementations of radios can provide encryption at low energy and 

computation cost, it still does not completely secure the data.  Over long periods of time, 

key dissemination can be eavesdropped upon, as well as DoS attacks initiated.  However, 

if a network used multiple channels to communicate with a secret schedule, then the 

attacker would have to be able to follow the nodes to the different channels to either 

eavesdrop on the network completely or jam the network completely. 

In the same domain of shared medium security challenges, a sensor node or 

network can easily be jammed based on the placement of an intentional (malicious) or 

unintentional (non-malicious) jammer.  Note that from the view point of an operator, if 

the central collection point of the network mentioned earlier is being jammed, then the 

entire network is observed as jammed.  Also, if the an attacker only wants to disrupt a 

specific node, a jammer can be placed or programmed to jam the specific node, giving 
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the appearance that only the node has failed rather than all the nodes disappearing. This 

would decrease the chances that an operator will identify a malicious intent.  The 

jamming attacks being discussed here can be caused by EM interference or a packet layer 

attack.  While an EM attack constitutes the saturation of the medium with electrical 

energy (noise), a packet layer attack consists of violating the CSMA algorithm that 

provides fair usage to the shared medium.  The fair usage is governed by a distributed, 

uncoordinated back off timer in the case where a node senses radio energy on the 

interface, meaning someone else is currently transmitting data.  If a “jammer” node is 

“packet jamming” the medium, then the node is continually sending packets without 

allowing any other nodes access time to the medium, effectively disallowing them to 

transmit data.  If any node does find an instant in time where the jammer is not 

transmitting and attempts to send data, the jammer will not give the right of way to the 

other node and cause a packet collision. In the instance of a collision, all receiving node's 

CRC checks will fail, and force the receivers to throw away the data. 

Data falsification can be more easily executed in a wireless network (and thusly, a 

WSN) than in a wired network as the attacker has no physical access restriction to the 

network.  In a surveillance application, an attacker could easily inject data into a network 

falsifying the fact that no alarms have been triggered, when they indeed have been 

triggered at their respective source points.  As described before, if the developer does not 

write "data injection protection" into the network protocol, than this sort of attack can be 

trivially implemented based on minimal reconnaissance of the network deployment.   
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  Ganesan et al.[5] provide insight into the computational overhead of several 

popular cryptographic algorithms using a broad range of sensor network platforms.  

Potlapally et al.[14] give precise measurements of the energy used in different SSL 

implementations on a high end embedded platform, breaking his results down by 

individual algorithms. Implementations of cryptographic protocols without any regard 

could lead to failure on the part of computational incapability or a greatly reduced battery 

life.  The final sticking point in using a cryptographic solution for WSNs is key 

management.  Key dissemination is non-trivial for a wireless network environment. The 

Ad-Hoc nature and computational overhead almost negates the possibility of asymmetric 

encryption, as dense node deployments would easily need to actively support the 

individual public keys of all its neighbors.  Symmetric encryption has a better chance of 

survivability in WSNs, but in order to properly secure data, keys should be changed at 

regular intervals.  Finding a good way to negotiate new keys in an Ad-Hoc environment 

is especially difficult because a basis of trust needs to be established.  This trust is usually 

guided by keys, which was the problem in the in the first place. 

2.5 Data Gathering 

Data gathering is essential to almost any sensor network deployment where the mission is 

to sense the physical environment and report back the findings.  While taking sensor 

values and reporting them back to a collection point can sound trivial, a multi-hop sensor 

network essentially depends on every single node to be able to do the job of a router 

completely unimpeded.  In the event that a node fails or is attacked, the network can 

become partitioned without careful placement consideration to enable routing fallback 
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scenarios and network self healing.  Consider all the technical issues proposed thus far in 

the face of a system critical deployment like forest fire monitoring.  Any attack that is 

designed to drain the battery or an accidental scenario that prevents optimal network 

communication can cause the fire detection deployment to function incorrectly, possibly 

putting people and the environment at risk.  The need for a resilient data transportation 

protocol is required to avoid potential jamming attacks on essential data gathering 

scenarios.   

2.6 MULEPRO 

In an effort toward a network layer DoS jamming response mechanism for WSNs, Alfine 

and Simon [9] devised a protocol which utilizes multi-channel capability on single 

transceiver 802.15.4 compliant radios to robustly exfiltrate data in adverse conditions.  

The MULEPRO protocol exists as a second link-layer communication implementation in 

addition to one chosen at design time (CSMA or TDMA) and initializes during network 

start up.  MULEPRO only activates once a jamming scenario has been detected.  

Detectable jamming scenarios include a node that has not heard traffic from its neighbors 

for a period of time, or has not been able to send a message for a period of time.  It is 

assumed that if a node cannot hear its neighbors, then they may be under an active 

packet-level DoS attack that the current node cannot hear.  Conversely, when a node 

prepares to send, the CSMA protocol will perform a clear channel assessment (CCA).  If 

the CCA repeatedly fails, it can be assumed that something is wrong with the medium 

(packet-level or otherwise) and should assume it is being jammed. 
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 MULEPRO, at network set-up time, runs a distributed coloring algorithm to 

assign each node with a color.  The coloring algorithm assigns all participating nodes in 

the network with a color symbol to be used as an identifier during the transmission 

scheduling.  Colors are assigned such that no color is reused within a two-hop routing 

distance of another participating node.  This is done to mitigate the hidden terminal 

problem, so that no node's transmission will interfere with another's attempt to transmit or 

receive.   

Using the identifiers generated by the coloring algorithm, two mutually 

orthogonal Latin Squares are created.  One square is considered the transmission square 

(SS) and the other is a reception square (RS).  The combination of a SS and a RS square 

provides a channel and time slot for which both a sending node and receiving node will 

meet and send data. The MULEPRO authors cite that MULEPRO maintains a high data 

rate (in fact, their results show a statistically insignificant closeness to the data rate of a 

non-jammed common channel implementation) even in the presence of multiple jammers 

given 7 or more available channels.  MULEPRO provides an excellent framework for 

reactionary measures to the presence of packet level DoS attacks or other related types of 

jamming. 

 

 

 

 

 



 Attacked node
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 Figure 2.1: Depiction of MULEPRO operation. 

 

2.7 CMULE 

MULEPRO is an excellent effort toward communication resilience in the face of adverse 

conditions.  However, a close study of the MULEPRO operation shows that once a node 

senses it is being jammed, MULEPRO will afford data exfiltration capability at the 

expense of increased battery usage and indifference to the original network operation.  

The major accomplishment of MULEPRO is to detect and exfiltrate data as an 

emergency measure.  

MULEPRO does not protect the original data gathering algorithm’s operation, it 

provides a countermeasure in the face of an active DoS attack.  The data gathering 

algorithm is effectively turned off in order activate multi-channel data exfiltration.   This 

is because the single channel operation is what is being attacked, therefore the 

weaknesses of single channel operation remain.   

Another insecurity of single channel operation is eavesdropping.  In a single 

channel mode, an attacker is guaranteed to hear the maximum amount of traffic available 
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based on their interception position in the network hierarchy.   Adding multi-channel 

capability to a WSN data gathering protocol can provide resilience against DoS attacks 

while also preventing eavesdropping.  However, great care must be taken in how multi-

channel scheduling is integrated into a data gathering protocol.   

The multi-channel schedule must be dynamic, secrete, and distributed.  A 

dynamic schedule protects the multi-channel operation from utilizing a discoverable 

pattern that can be exploited by an attacker.  A schedule is kept secret by only sharing 

part of the scheduling information over the air, therefore keeping the schedule 

incalculable by the attacker.  The schedule must be distributed so that every node 

schedules itself rather than a central node controlling communications.  A distributed 

approach reduces the need for overhead control messages.  CMULE enables a data 

gathering protocol to have multi-channel schedule with the above criteria by adapting 

MULEPRO technology to a data gathering environment.    

In extending a data gathering protocol, participating nodes must be able to 

maintenance their routing mechanisms in a way that updates CMULE as well as the 

original protocol.  CMULE is able to solve this problem by having all nodes periodically 

converge on a predetermined secret common channel, allowing both the data gathering 

protocol and CMULE to update their routing paths.  In order to facilitate the solutions to 

the above stated data gathering protocol issues, CMULE is constructed as a middle layer 

between the data gathering protocol and the network stack.  Using such a construction 

approach, MULEPRO technology can be adapted to any type of data gathering 

application (single hop, multi-hop, energy aware, location aware, etc) so as to give a 
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native data gathering protocol the ability to leverage MULEPRO data exfiltration 

capability with little impact on the original network architecture, processing overhead, 

and battery usage as possible.  
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CHAPTER 3 CMULE Architecture 

 

CMULE, which stands for Collection Multi Channel exfiltration, has been designed to 

augment an existing hierarchal multi-hop routing protocol, where any given node is 

expected to generate its own data and cooperatively route data from its neighbors toward 

the root node.  CMULE does this by providing jamming resistance to packet level DoS 

attacks and noisy channels.  CMULE is built on MULEPRO techniques while preserving 

the original multi-hop routing framework in order to provide jamming resistance without 

overriding the original network topology.  Figure 3.1 shows that CMULE resides above 

the network stack and below the data gathering protocol.  The architecture of CMULE 

provides the data gathering protocol the ability to operate without the knowledge of multi 

channel operation while controlling the flow of data in and out of the node based on the 

transmission schedule.  Coloring, Latin square generation, and channel operation all run 

transparently to the layers above CMULE.  The rest of this chapter will explain in detail 

the architectural characteristics of CMULE. 

 The first section will discuss the principles of transmission scheduling for 

CMULE.  Next, Latin square generation will be explained, along with extra operational 

requirements of CMULE.  Finally, a generic data gathering protocol known as Collection 

Tree Protocol (CTP) will be discussed, as well as solving scheduling collisions that arise 

as a function of the CMULE architecture. 



 

 

Figure 3.1 : Software Layers with CMULE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 Operation Principles for Transmission Scheduling 

In order to facilitate a Latin square transmission schedule according to the MULEPRO 

implementation, nodes participating in the network must be assigned an extra identifier.  

The identifiers provided for use in a given multi-hop routing protocol (in this case CTP) 

are not sufficient in their present form to participate in MULEPRO Latin square 

scheduling.  This is due to the fact that a given WSN implementation, depending on the 

routing protocol, may have an arbitrarily large number of ad-hoc network participants.  

MULEPRO’s Latin square transmission schedule is only concerned with immediate radio 

neighbors.  The identifiers of those neighbors must be reflected as indices in the square.  
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Therefore, a vertex-coloring algorithm is used to give nodes a secondary identifier 

pertaining to the Latin square scheduling only.   

Definition. A vertex k-coloring of a graph G is an assignment f 
: VG →C from its vertex-set VG onto the set C = 1, . . . , k, or onto 
another set of cardinality k, whose elements are called colors. For 
any k, such an assignment is called a vertex-coloring [8]. 
 
The color of the node is used as an identifier for the immediate radio space and is 

decided at network initialization time.  The primary identifier (multi-hop network 

address) used by the main network protocol is assigned at compile time.  In an effort to 

provide collision-free transmission, a distiance-2 coloring scheme is implemented [8].  

Definition. The distance-2 neighbors of a node include all of its 
one-hop neighbors and the one-hop neighbors of its one-hop 
neighbors [8].   
 
Definition. The purpose of distance-2 coloring of a graph 
G=(V,3) is to produce an assignment of colors C:V →1,2,... such 
that no two nodes are assigned the same color if they are distance-
2 neighbors [8]. 

 

The distance-2 coloring algorithm provides immunity to the hidden terminal 

problem, as no node is assigned a color that has been used less than 2 hops away [8].  The 

hidden terminal problem describes a situation where two nodes transmit simultaneously, 

causing a third intermediate node to not receive either message due to a collision at the 

receiver. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 3.2:  (a) Two-hop graph coloring.  (b) scheduling transmissions based on vertex-color: only nodes with the 
same vertex color assigned for the current slot are allowed to transmit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each color from the distance-2 vertex coloring algorithm represents a time slot in 

the Latin square [8].  Therefore only a node whose color matches the timeslot symbol 

will be allowed to transmit.  Management of the transmission time slots using the 

coloring algorithm ensures collision free network operation since only non-interfering 

nodes share the same color [8]. 

In order to leverage multiple channels, CMULE assigns interfering nodes, or 

nodes with different colors, to different channels during single time slot [8].  To provide 

concurrent transmissions on multiple channels, CMULE uses Latin squares scheduling to 

match color symbols (as time slots) to channels.   
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Definition.  A p × q rectangular array formed by the symbols 1, 
2, . . . , k, where k ≥ p and k ≥ q is called a Latin rectangle if every 
symbol from the symbol set appears at most once in each column 
and once in each row. 
 
Definition.  A Latin square A of order p is a p x p matrix which 
entries from a set of p distinct symbols such that each row and 
column contains every element exactly once.  The symbol in the ith 
row and jth row is written as (ai,j).  
 

Two Latin squares are shown below [8] 

 2  3  4  0  1 
3  4  0  1  2 
4  0  1  2  3 
0  1  2  3  4 

3  0  2  4  1 
4  1  3  0  2 
1  3  0  2  4 
2  4  1  3  0 

 S = R =

 

In order to create a schedule using Latin squares, the symbols inside the square 

must be the identifiers of the objects to be scheduled, and the pattern of the symbols 

dictates the schedule with which the objects operate.  For the purposes of CMULE, the 

collection of rows creates a time frame (known as a super frame) where each individual 

row is a time slot in that frame [8].  For instance, a square of order 5 has a super frame 

size of 5, and each row has a time slice equal to 1/5 of the super frame.  The columns 

represent channels available to the schedule.  Therefore, a square of order 5 states that 

there will only be scheduling calculated for 5 different channels.  As an example, a node 

that has constructed the square S (shown above) and has assigned itself the color symbol 

3 should transmit during time slot 1 on channel 2.  The same node should transmit during 

time slot 2 on channel 1, then during time slot 3 it should transmit on channel 5, etc.  

Please note the following Lemma: 
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Lemma 1.  If two nodes are assigned two distance symbols in a 
common Latin square, these two nodes will be collision-free with 
each other all the time. 
   
The proof of Lemma 1 can be found in reference [8] of MULEPRO.  In order to 

provide a transmission time for all nodes, the size of the Latin squares produced must 

equal the number of colors produced during the coloring stage [8].  It is more likely, 

however, that the upper bound on the size of a Latin square will be dictated by the 

number of available channels.  A graph G with maximum  size Δ needs at least Δ + 1 

colors to be distance-2 colored, and is upper bounded by O(Δ 2) [8].  To reduce the 

chance of limitation, MULEPRO proposes the use of mutually orthogonal Latin squares.   

Definition. Two distinct p × p Latin squares A and B, where 
(ai,j)and (bi,j) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}, are said to be orthogonal if the p2 
ordered pairs  ‹.., (ai,j, bi,j), .. › are all different. 
 
The two 5 x 5 Latin squares shown previously, squares S and R, are orthogonal.  

A family of MOLS is said to be complete when it consists of (p-1) squares, where all 

squares are of order p and all squares are orthogonal to each other.  It is also known that 

if p is a prime number then a complete MOLS family always exists.   

Lemma 2.  If two nodes are assigned two symbols from two 
different orthogonal Latin squares, then there is at most one 
collision for these two nodes in every time frame [8] 
 
The orthogonality of Latin squares corresponds to their being exactly one 

time/channel collision for every pair of nodes assigned to symbols from two different 

squares.   MULEPRO gives a case for handling the situation where there are more node 

colors then there are channels.  However, CMULE has implemented an upper bound to 

deal with this situation.  This upper bound is defined by how many neighbors the data-



gathering protocol can keep track of.  In the case of CTP, only 10 immediate radio 

neighbors are dealt with, and any more neighbors are ignored for the purposes of routing.  

Therefore, CMULE only keeps track of ten different neighbor colors.   Another bound 

would be the number of channels available.  In the 802.15.4 specification, there are 16 

channels available, thus CTP remains the upper bound for coloring purposes, negating the 

need to deal with a scenario where there are more colors then there are channels.   

Shown here is an example schedule using the example squares S and R from 

before.  The last column has been ignored because the square combinations leads to a 

column of (1,1), (2,2), etc pairs which make no sense in the schedule.  A scheduling 

example from this square shows node color two transmitting to node color 3 on channel 1 

at time 1.     

 

(2,3)  (3,0)  (4,2)  (0,4) 
(3,4)  (4,1)  (0,3)  (1,0) 
(4,0)  (0,2)  (1,4)  (2,1) 
(0,1)  (1,3)  (2,0)  (3,2) 
(1,2)  (2,4)  (3,1)  (4,3) 

 

SR =   

 

 

3.2 CMULE Requirements for Operation 

The CMULE protocol focuses its time slot assignments on upstream communication 

only; therefore complying with the original common channel behavior of the multi-hop 

protocol.  The CMULE protocol will wait for the data-gathering network to configure 

itself, since CMULE depends on successful configuration and route establishment of the 

multi-hop protocol.  Once the multi-hop protocol initialization has finished, CMULE will 
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initialize itself using the parameters provided by the multi-hop protocol.  It executes the 

coloring assignment algorithm and generates the first set of MOLS.  The construction of 

the transmission schedule must satisfy the following constraints: 

Constraint 1. When a node A transmits a packet to a node B over 
a channel c, nodes A and B should not be scheduled to 
transmit/receive at the same time on any other channel (since each 
node is assumed to have a single interface) [8]. 
 
Constraint 2. Any two simultaneous transmission on any channel 
should not interfere [8].   

 

The Latin square properties guarantee that each symbol will only appear once in 

any given row or column.  Constraint 1 is satisfied since a node will be assigned to either 

listen or receive during a given time slot.  The last constraint is satisfied since all 

duplicate node colorings are spaced at least distance-2 apart.  

3.3 Collection Tree Protocol and Modifications 

CTP is a multi-hop data-gathering protocol for TinyOS.  It is composed of a root node 

(root) and non-root nodes (simply referred to as nodes).  All nodes in the tree are given a 

unique address, and the root node is traditionally given the address zero.  As nodes begin 

to wake up, they will wait to hear a neighbor advertisement.  A neighbor advertisement 

contains a computed distance from the root node, which includes a combination of the 

number of hops from the root and the received signal strength indicator (RSSI), all of 

which is calculated into a value known as a gradient.  Based on the gradients advertised 

in these messages, a node will make a local choice as to which route it will choose.  CTP 

is special in that it is "addressless" in terms of its sources and sinks.  A user may choose 
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to put multiple root points in a tree, and the entire network of nodes will route to the 

"most easily accessible" root based on the gradient advertisements.  Routes are 

recomputed periodically via neighbor updates, user requests to update routes, or the 

sensing of transmission congestion.  The primary method of route update, however, is 

listening to and producing advertisements generated periodically by a timer.   

If these update algorithms are allowed to function while CMULE is running, the 

node would very quickly find itself all alone on a channel and begin to believe the 

network has disappeared.  Through the use of two simple controls in a data gathering 

algorithm, CMULE is able to control when and how routing paths should be updated to 

avoid this problem.    From outside the multi-hop protocol, CMULE knows that it is 

simply on a different channel than the other nodes, and the other node sharing the channel 

may have communications disabled because it is in receive mode.  Therefore, once a 

route is established, it must be frozen for the duration of CMULE operation.  The multi-

hop protocol must not be allowed to update its routes during CMULE operation, as it will 

detect a path loss and cease to operate properly, causing a routing gap in the network.  In 

turn, all downstream participants depending on the mistaken node will then fail because 

no one will route their information.  Route update suppression is achieved by the 

modification of the routing update module by adding two functions and a variable.  The 

names of the functions are void supressUpdate(), void enableUpdate(), and bool 

updateAllowed.  By changing the state of the boolean variable, CMULE can control 

when the route should be frozen and when the node is free to update its routing 

preference.   
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As messages are routed by nodes in the network, the node will make a decision as 

to whether the packet it received is intended for it or for another node.  Generally, if a 

node is not a root, it will look to forward the packet.  The multi-hop protocols provide 

mechanisms for detecting routing loops including a time to live (TTL) field and a 

"recently sent" buffer to compare incoming messages against.  Most importantly, 

however, is that cooperative routing within a network that is made possible by a FIFO 

queue in the mote memory. This FIFO queue is called “SendQueue” and holds both 

packets the node generates and inbound packets destined to be forwarded.  As packets are 

placed in the “SendQueue”, they are immediately serviced by the forwarding engine and 

sent to the radio.  A modification that is required to make CMULE work with a multi-hop 

protocol is a hook into this forwarding module that can turn "on" and "off" the 

forwarding capability, effectively delaying the servicing of the packet to the radio.  

CMULE must be able to tell the multi-hop protocol when it should and should not send 

packets, as CMULE contains the schedule of when and when not to transmit.  This 

modification is achieved by adding two simple functions and a variable to the forwarding 

module called void suspendUpstream(), void enableUpstream(), and bool 

upstreamAllowed, respectively.  The addition of these commands and the variable 

allows for control of when the buffer is allowed to discharge its contents.   

3.4 Scheduling Collisions 

The nature of ad hoc routing is that a node does not know where in the network it will be 

placed at compile time, but it can be assured that it will help route packets.  Whether it is 

a sink, a source, or where it is placed in the physical routing hierarchy as a source is 
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discovered at run time.  An operational scenario exists where there a node may have 9 

multi-hop children and one multi-hop parent (the root).  In this scenario, exactly once 

during a super frame, the node in question will have both a transmission assignment and a 

reception assignment occurring on different channels during the same time slot. Solving 

such a scheduling problem can be decided randomly or heuristically.  However, an 

operational concern is that the node must always talk to its CTP parent (given the 

opportunity) so that it can empty its buffer, or else it may run out of buffer space before 

the next opportunity to meet with its parent, thus dropping network packets.  The simplest 

choice is to penalize the downstream node and choose to operate on the channel 

designated with the upstream node (in this case, the root node).  This however, creates the 

same problem for the child node in question, as its parent abandoned it for the 

opportunity to communication with the root.  An alternative that was considered is a 

special "retuning" message that the conflicting node would send to its child on the child 

channel. This would bring it and the child node onto the parent channel, and 

transmissions would continue as normal.  This decision was not implemented because a 

sufficiently dense network would create a cascade effect of "retuning" nodes.  The 

original solution of penalizing the child is bounded at a maximum of once per super 

frame, and ensures that the parent buffer is empty once the opportunity comes for the 

previously conflicting nodes to meet again. 
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CHAPTER 4 The CMULE Protocol 

 

Using the design principles from Chapter 3, CMULE has been engineered to provide 

multi-channel data exfiltration to an arbitrary multi-hop ad-hoc routing protocol.  

CMULE can handle up to 10 immediate radio neighbors, and spreads communication 

across 11 channels over 33 seconds.  First the network startup phase will be discussed.  

The main code contributions of CMULE are stored in the components ColoringC and 

MOLSC.  ColoringC operation is discussed in the coloring section.  The sections on 

MOLS generation, scheduling, and network reconfiguration cover the MOLSC 

component discussion.  Finally, multi channel execution is explained.  .   

4.1 Network Startup 

Nodes that are programmed in TinyOS are compiled without node addresses.  These node 

addresses appended to the node binary at load time.  After a node has had an address 

appended to its binary, it is uploaded into memory, and will then begin execution of that 

binary.  CMULE will not run immediately.  Rather, the data-gathering protocol and any 

other modules that require initialization (sensors, storage, etc) will start first.  In specific, 

CTP will begin providing and listening to routing advertisements looking for an optimal 

gradient to a root node.  Once a route has been established, CMULE will freeze the route.  

This is where CMULE operation begins.  
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4.2 Coloring 

CMULE must wait for all nodes to join the network before it can begin the coloring 

algorithm.  However, since the size of the network can be very dynamic, a given node 

will never know with 100% certainty which nodes within radio range will route through 

it. CMULE only waits for a predefined amount of time after perceived network 

initialization has taken place to begin execution of the coloring algorithm.  This wait time 

can be defined by the operator based on the expected order of hops the network will have 

as route acquisition time is dependent on how fast nodes closer to the root have decided 

on a route and propagated it out. A conservative wait time in a lab environment is about 

20 seconds from power on. 

Once the wait time has expired, the root will start the coloring module, known as 

ColoringC.  ColoringC utilizes flood style communication, and does not make use of 

multi-hop protocol at all.  For reference, the flood style communication used in CMULE 

operates such that a node will begin to propagate a message either upstream toward the 

root, or downstream toward the edge nodes.  In order to reduce message overhead, a node 

will cease sending a flood message once it has confirmed the message is being 

propagated by a node in the forward direction, whether it is up or down stream for the 

current usage.  The fact that ColoringC uses a flood style message instead of the multi-

hop protocol is analogous to a computer using application on different ports to 

communicate with each other computers.  ColoringC, at the root, will provide messages 

with the global state of the coloring algorithm.   
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The first state is called "Neighbor Announce".  As the "Neighbor Announce" state 

of the algorithm is flooded downstream, all the nodes will begin repeating the announce 

message on a timer of 1 message per second.  The "Neighbor Announce" messages are 

used for the nodes to gather information about their immediate radio neighbors.  It is of 

note that this information may also exist in the multi-hop protocol module, but for the 

sake of the portability of CMULE, the information is gathered independently by 

ColoringC.  After a few seconds, each node has the multi-hop network address of the first 

10 nodes within its radio range.  Any other neighbors are ignored.  A 10 second timer is 

set to control the "Neighbor Announce" period, at which time the root will flood another 

ColoringC state message.  The state of this message will be "Prepare for Coloring".   

"Prepare for Coloring" takes all the multi-hop network addresses the node has 

collected via the “Neighbor Announce”, and sorts them from lowest to highest.  This is 

essential as the coloring algorithm determines who picks the first color via the highest 

network identifier.  This is an adaptation of the coloring algorithm presented in the 

MULEPRO paper, which uses the higher of two node's random values as a tie breaker to 

determine who colors first.  The node then decides where it fits into the bubble shorted 

list in relation to its multi-hop identifier.  If its identifier is the highest of all its radio 

neighbors, then it will choose the first color.  If it is not the highest, then it will wait for 

the node whose address is larger to choose a color.  To enforce the distance-2 coloring 

requirement, a node that has chosen a color will send its color information in a broadcast 

message, along with all the neighbor colors of that recently colored node.  A node whose 

turn it is to color will pick the lowest value that does not appear in the coloring message it 
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received from its coloring parent (or the node that colored just before it). Color 

propagation continues in this fashion until the root node chooses as color.  The root node 

is last to choose a color because its multi-hop network address is zero (the lowest color 

identifier).  As soon as a given node chooses a color, ColoringC will signal any other 

modules that are wired to it regarding the color choice.  Here, the signal is captured by 

the CMULE framework inside that node.  The signal alerts the CMULE framework that 

coloring has completed at that node (but not necessarily the entire network).  The 

CMULE framework will then ask ColoringC for its color.  CMULE now knows its own 

color but still must determine the colors of its multi-hop parent and children.  Knowing 

the colors of the other nodes is important for adhering to the transmission schedule, since 

the transmission schedule identifier is by a color and not multi-hop identifier.   

During the coloring phase, CMULE framework is also listening to the upstream 

multi-hop messages.  Once a node chooses a color, it places is in the payload of all 

upstream communications (as well as its multi-hop identifier).  Extracting and storing this 

information allows the CMULE framework to know exactly whom to expect to hear from 

during multi-hop multi-channel operation.  Recall that a given node may have many child 

nodes sending information to it for forwarding purposes, but the node itself will only 

forward to one specific parent node.  The parent node cannot be discovered via upstream 

CTP messages, but can be matched by the ColoringC module.  Since the upstream route 

is frozen at beginning of the coloring algorithm, CMULE tells the coloring algorithm to 

listen for a “Coloring Done” state from the multi-hop parent node.  This message, once 



detected from the multi-hop parent, is captured and sent to CMULE, providing the color 

of the multi-hop parent and completing the coloring phase of the node. 
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4.3 MOLS Generation 

The MOLSC component of CMULE controls Latin square generation.  A seed 

management architecture (known as keys in CMULE) guides the distributed generation 

of the MOLS.  The main key is pushed from the root node to the network.  The rest of the 

seed management is done inside the individual nodes.  Once the keys have been 
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manipulated, the MOLS are generated and scanned for pairs pertinent to the routing paths 

of the data gathering protocol.  Those pertinent pairs are then stored in MOLSC memory 

for execution during the super frame.  A detailed explanation of MOLSC operation 

follows below. 

Once the root has colored and matched its collected color knowledge to its multi-

hop children’s addresses, it can safely assume the rest of the network has also completed 

matching colors to multi-hop parents and children.  The root will then initiate a similar 

sequence of flooding packet states from the MOLS module.  By doing so, the root tells 

the network to prepare the first set of coordinated MOLS for use when multi-channel 

mode begins.   

The MOLS module, MOLSC, has two sets of states as opposed to ColoringC 

which only has one set of states.  The two sets of states are defined as “Channel State” 

and “Operation State”.  The “Channel State” will be discussed later.  The “Operation 

State” has three internal states.  Those states are “Prepare MOLS”, “MOLS Prepared”, 

and “Trigger”.  They are listed in the order they are executed, with the first and latter 

being triggered via a flood message by the root.  The root, after the ColoringC module 

completes its operation, will send a MOLS “Operation State” message with “Prepare 

MOLS” as its payload.  It will also be carrying a public key.  This key is public in that it 

is transmitted over the radio, as opposed to the two private keys which are burned in to 

the CMULE architecture at compile time.  These keys are not in any way associated with 

cryptographic algorithms, but are referred to as keys for convenience.  They can also be 

considered seeds or initialization vectors.  The public key transmitted over the radio can 
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be generated in a fashion suitable to the user.  Currently it is hard coded for experiment 

verification purposes. When a message arrives carrying both the “Prepare MOLS” state 

and the public key, the node will begin computing its first set of MOLS.   

The first operation in the “Prepare MOLS” state is a key preparation function. The 

different keys defined by CMULE and their usage are listed below. 

Defined at Compile Time: 

NetworkSecretKey: Provides a distributed secret seed used to 
produce new MOLS schedules.  This value is identical for all 
nodes. 
 
ReconfigSecretKey: Provides a distributed secret seed to 
determine the next common channel on which multi-hop protocol 
and CMULE maintenance will take place.  This value is identical 
for all nodes. 
 

Defined at Run Time: 

NewDistributedKey: Distributed by the root at MOLS 
initialization time.  It will be used in conjunction with the 
NetworkSecretKey. 
 
CurrentDistributedKey: Where the NewDistributedKey is 
stored and modified at the beginning of each MOLS computation. 
 
CurrentReconfigKey: A combination of the NewDistributedKey 
and the ReconfigSecretKey for determining the next common 
channel. 
 
CurrentSquareKey: Determined by iterative re-computation of 
the combination of the CurrentDistributedKey and the 
NetworkSecretKey. 
 
In order to keep the network synchronized as to which transmission square and 

receiving square is currently being used for the super frame, while also keeping the 

schedule secret and dynamic, the NewDistributedKey is combined with the private 



NetworkSecretKey.  The NewDistributedKey is generated at network initialization time 

and at each CMULE reconfiguration time by the root in a user configurable manner.  The 

NetworkSecretKey and the newly distributed NewDistributedKey are combined in the 

following code to create the CurrentDistributedKey and CurrentSquareKey which will be 

used to initialize the first MOLS super frame.  The function will also generate the new 

network reconfiguration key CurrentReconfigKey. 

_________________________________________________________ 
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for generating sub keys for CMULE session 
_________________________________________________________ 
1. Accept inputkey ⇐called using CurrentDistributedKey as input 
2. tempkey = NetworkSecretKey    inputkey ⇐ generate first MOLS 
square key 
3. CurrentSquareKey = tempkey 
4. CurrentReconfigKey = ReconfigSecretKey     tempkey ⇐ generate 
network reconfiguration key 
_________________________________________________________ 

 

Both the CurrentDistributedKey and CurrentReconfigKey are refreshed upon 

network reconfiguration intervals using the algorithm above.  However, during a 

CMULE session (between network reconfiguration periods), CMULE must repeatedly 

produce new square keys to seed the production of unique MOLS for every super frame.    

The algorithm to re-compute the current square key for every super frame is shown 

below. 
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_________________________________________________________ 
Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code for generating new MOLS keys 
_________________________________________________________ 
1. Accept inputkey ⇐called using CurrentDistributedKey (1st time) or 

CurrentSquareKey (Subsequent calls) as input 
2. CurrentDistributedKey = (CurrentDistributedKey + 7) MOD 65000 ⇐ 

modify 
the current public key by adding a prime number 
Modulo 65000 to keep the key size within the 16 bit scope 

3. inputkey = inputkey     CurrentDistributedKey 
4. CurrentSquareKey = NetworkSecretKey    inputkey 

  

Here the input key is either the CurrentDistributedKey or the CurrentSquareKey 

depending on who calls the function.  The CurrentDistributedKey is then modified by 

adding the prime number seven during each iteration.  This is done to help prevent an 

outside observer from finding a pattern of divisibility in the keying of the schedule.  The 

number is also bounded to keep its size within the representation of 16 bits.  The inputkey 

is then Exclusive-ORed with the CurrentDistributedKey.  The result is then Exclusive-

ORed with the NetworkSecretKey.  The result is next CurrentSquareKey for either a 

transmission or reception square. 

Once the square keys have been established, a function to generate the new 

MOLS is called.  The algorithm above will generate one key for the new transmission 

square.  The algorithm will then be called again to generate the reception square key. 

Next, the MOLS module begins generating squares.  Recall that the size of the Latin 

square is bounded the number of available channels or participants, whichever is smaller.  

Since our multi-hop protocol only deals with 10 total radio neighbors for its routing state 

table, CMULE follows suit.  Therefore, the upper bound on Latin square size is order 10.  
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Also recall that MOLS are known to exist when the order of the square is a prime 

number.  Therefore, CMULE uses MOLS of order 11.  According to the transmission 

schedule, this means that there are 11 time slots and 11 colors, but only 10 colors are 

used.  When the two MOLS are combined, for every node, there is at least one time and 

channel where the node is designated to be both a sender and receiver to itself (i.e. 

(1,1),(2,2), etc).  This column of self sending and receiving is automatically ignored since 

no node sends to itself using the radio. 

In an attempt to easily and efficiently create MOLS, the operation for generating 

the MOLS is a nested loop with hard-coded equations to produce a predictable value for 

each row and column assignment. The algorithm below shows the 2 squares being 

generated simultaneously. 

_________________________________________________________ 
Algorithm 3 Pseudo-code for generating new MOLS 
_________________________________________________________ 
1. ssWorkingValue = ssStartKey ⇐ ssStartKey is the first key generated 
2. rsWorkingValue = rsStartKey ⇐ rsStartKey is the second key generated 
3. for i=0 to 11 
4.       for j=0 to 11 
5.            SS[i][j] = = ssWorkingValue 
6.             rstemp=(rsWorkingValue + i) MOD 11 
7.             rstemp = (rstemp + j) MOD 11 
8.             rstemp = (rstemp + j) MOD 11 
9.             RS[i][j] = rstemp 
10.             ssWorkingValue = (ssWorkingValue++) MOD 11 
11.        End for j 
12.        ssWorkingValue = (ssWorkingValue + 2) MOD 11 
13.  End for i 

 

 



The implemented algorithm does not actually save the state of the MOLS into the 

table like the pseudo-code shows.  Rather, during the MOLS creation, the SS[i][j] and 

RS[i][j] values are checked to see if they match a multi-hop parent or child and copy that 

information into an considerably smaller array.  Therefore, only the pertinent information 

about the MOLS table is stored (rather than whole table) and will not require another set 

of two dimensional loops to search for the information after creation. 

 

 

 

Ch\Ti 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
11 (8,1) (9,3) (10,5) (0,7) (1,9) (2,0) (3,2) (4,4) (5,6) (6,8) (7,10) 
12 (9,2) (10,4) (0,6) (1,8) (2,10) (3,1) (4,3) (5,5) (6,7) (7,9) (8,0) 
13 (10,3) (0,5) (1,7) (2,9) (3,0) (4,2) (5,4) (6,6) (7,8) (8,10) (9,1) 
14 (0,4) (1,6) (2,8) (3,10) (4,1) (5,3) (6,5) (7,7) (8,9) (9,0) (10,2) 
15 (1,5) (2,7) (3,9) (4,0) (5,2) (6,4) (7,6) (8,8) (9,10) (10,1) (0,3) 
16 (2,6) (3,8) (4,10) (5,1) (6,3) (7,5) (8,7) (9,9) (10,0) (0,2) (1,4) 
17 (3,7) (4,9) (5,0) (6,2) (7,4) (8,6) (9,8) (10,10) (0,1) (1,3) (2,5) 
18 (4,8) (5,10) (6,1) (7,3) (8,5) (9,7) (10,9) (0,0) (1,2) (2,4) (3,6) 
19 (5,9) (6,0) (7,2) (8,4) (9,6) (10,8) (0,10) (1,1) (2,3) (3,5) (4,7) 
20 (6,10) (7,1) (8,3) (9,5) (10,7) (0,9) (1,0) (2,2) (3,4) (4,6) (5,8) 
21 (7,0) (8,2) (9,4) (10,6) (0,8) (1,10) (2,1) (3,3) (4,5) (5,7) (6,9) 

Table 4.1:  Example MOLS schedule used by CMULE.  Network SecretKey=4951.   NewPublicKey=23456. 

 

 Once a node has generated its first set of MOLS, it moves to the “MOLS 

Prepared” state.  The last node to receive the “Prepare MOLS” message will be the first 

node to announce it is in the “MOLS Prepared” state (using the same flooding fashion as 

ColoringC).  This will continue to propagate up to the root.  Once the root has received 

the MOLS Prepared message from its child node, it will then be ready to trigger multi-

channel mode at the user's discretion.  
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4.4 Scheduling Execution 

When a message is received from the root triggering multi-channel operation, CMULE 

will begin operating in multi-channel mode.  A super frame timer, named 

SuperFrameTimer will be set to fire every 33 seconds.  Each scheduling slot in the super 

frame is 3 seconds long, meaning each node has 3 seconds to send its data packets when 

its transmission time arrives.  The 3 second time frame is adjustable, but should not be 

arbitrarily small.  This is because of the upstream packet buffering that will have to occur 

during the CMULE operations.  A node will only be able to transmit to its CTP parent 

once per super frame, and must have enough time to transfer a full buffer's worth of data.  

Currently, the size of the CTP buffer is 13 messages.  At the beginning of every super 

frame, all the information about transmission and reception times and channels from the 

previous MOLS generation will be moved into timers and executed.   

4.5 Generating New MOLS 

The MOLS generation timer fires at the 30 second mark of the super frame, and operates 

in the space of the last three seconds of the super frame.  The MOLS for the next super 

frame are computed and simultaneously scanned for pertinent children and parent frame 

scheduling interactions.  The MOLS computation happens during a 3 second addendum 

to a multiple of the max colors because there exists an operational scenario where a node 

(ie, the root node) may have 10 CTP children all one hop distance away.  There would be 

no time to compute a new set of MOLS if every slot of the super frame was spent 

receiving full buffers from children.  Therefore, with the operation of MOLS computation 

and scanning being a nested loop, the designer thought it wise to allow MOLS generation 
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to run without interruption on the reduced hardware.  With a better understanding of 

runtime needs and high traffic network, it could be determined whether or not 

computation of MOLS as an interruptible task over the course of a 30 second frame is 

feasible.   

4.6 Sending and Receiving 

Set at the beginning of the super frame, the node will switch to the designated channel 

when the sending and receiving frame timers fire.  The node will wait for the tuning 

completed signal from the CC2420 radio, meaning that it has successfully tuned to the 

channel.  Once the channel tuning is complete, the node will execute the function that 

enables upstream communication (if it was a send timer that fired) and begin sending its 

buffer to the upstream parent node.  As mentioned earlier, it will also generate a data 

message of its own to send up stream along with the contents of its network buffer.  After 

the buffer finishes emptying, both nodes will remain idle.  If the node fails to empty the 

buffer before the time slot ends, then the remaining messages will persist in the buffer 

until they can be transmitted. When the time slot ends, upstream communications will 

again be disabled. The firing of a reception frame timer will act in a similar fashion as the 

transmission frame timer except it will never enable upstream communications.  Instead, 

it will just tune to the channel and accept any packets addressed to it. 

4.7 CTP and CMULE Network Reconfiguration 

The network reconfiguration timer is set during the first super frame.  The size of this is 

user definable, and should be a multiple of the defined super frame time.  When the 

network reconfiguration timer fires, all nodes will return to a common channel which was 
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determined during MOLS preparation using Algorithm 1.  Upon arrival at this common 

channel, CMULE will enable upstream communication on all nodes.  It will also return 

control of the data generating interval back to the user defined level.  Finally, it will 

enable route updating of the multi-hop protocol.  The need to periodically stop multi-

channel operation and allow the multi-channel protocol to redefine routing choices is 

essential in allowing it to "heal" itself in the face of node failure/loss.  Also, this time can 

be used for nodes that were not previously part of the network to join.  After allowing 

some time to redefine its routing choices, CMULE will re-execute the coloring algorithm, 

the MOLS set up phase, etc. until it signals for multi-channel mode to begin again. 

4.8 Multi-Channel Mode Execution 

In order to use a transmission schedule, some degree of time synchronization is required. 

The TelosB platform has crystals and code to enable timers with 32khz resolution which 

are extremely precise given the resource capabilities. However, there is no "system 

clock" or anything analogous to a system clock found in a modern pc.  There does exist a 

Flooding Time Synchronization protocol in the TinyOS directory, but found it to not be 

naturally suited to work with CMULE operation.  FTSP code provides the capability to 

accurately time tag events in relation to network time, but not necessarily act on a given 

time tick.  Therefore, execution is controlled and propagated via a root command 

message.  This means that there is a margin of error in transmission schedule 

synchronization.  Usage of the 32khz timers keeps the synchronization of the nodes from 

drifting any farther than the time it took for the signal to emit, propagate, and execute on 



a neighbor node.  In a multi-hop network, synchronization is skewed by a linear factor at 

each hop distance.  The following equation provides an estimate of hop skew. 

(TTransmit + TPropagate + TProcess) × HopCount                     (1) 

However, because the skew is propagated linearly, the effects between each hop 

level are constant, and therefore not noticeable in the network operation beyond the initial 

hop level skew.  That is to say, the total skew from hop level one to hop level n do not 

have an impact on network operation, as any hop level is only dealing with the local skew 

of its hop. 
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(a) 
Figure 4.2:  (a) Example multichannel communication during the first time slot of a MOLS 
schedule. (b) Example communication during the second time slot of the same MOLS 
schedule. 

(b) 
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CHAPTER 5 Implementation Details 

 

A description of the hardware and software that was used to create the TinyOS 

development environment and CMULE is described.  The hardware is the TmoteSky by 

Crossbow.  The TinyOS open source operating system and accompanying tools were 

used.  

5.1 Hardware Platform 

The hardware platform CMULE has been tested on is called TmoteSky by Crossbow 

(also known as XBow).  It is based on the Telos Rev.B (TelosB) platform that was 

originally designed at UC Berkely and constitutes a "middle of the road" performance for 

a modest price point compared to its competitors. 

The Tmote Sky transceiver has a 250kbps (actual rates are lower) 2.4GHz IEEE 

802.15.4 Chipcon Wireless Transceiver.  The antenna is integrated with a purported 50m 

indoor range and 125m outdoor range (also much lower).  An 8MHz Texas Instruments 

MSP430 microcontroller serves as the MCU for the platform.  The TmoteSky  has10k 

RAM  and 48k Flash memory.  The RAM serves as the instruction and data space, while 

the flash serves as “storage”.  Tmote Sky comes equipped with onboard Humidity and 

Temperature, as well as 2 light sensors.  One light diode is capable of sensing photo 

synthetically active radiation while the other can sense the entire visible spectrum 

including infrared. 
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5.2 WSN Operating System 

The operating system used by academia for WSNs is called TinyOS.  It is an open source 

software framework for wireless sensor networks maintained by both industry and 

academia alike.  The code included in TinyOS enables the ability for cross compilation 

based on the chips used in the platform (including the ability to create new platforms on 

the fly).  A TinyOS developer (usually) only has to write code at the application level.  

However, due to the restricted nature of hardware resources, the TinyOS make 

environment will compile all the other necessary code (radio, MCU, etc) and inject the 

application code into the same binary, creating a unique OS+application image. Version 

2.0 of TinyOS was used for CMULE development.  The chief difference between 

TinyOS 1.x and 2.x is the capability of abstractions in coding.  This helps make the 

TinyOS code more reusable by enabling the community to create "generic" modules.  

The programming model is neither function based (C code) nor object based (C++) but 

more of a hybrid approach.  The TinyOS community calls it "parameterized" coding 

which utilize the "wiring" of interfaces.  Essentially, different objects are known as 

modules, and they can be wired together using outward facing functions called 

"interfaces".  The notion of wiring is important so that modules can communicate, as well 

as accept the interrupt capabilities of modules that they interface with.  A module may 

have synchronous and asynchronous running (interruptible) code.  If a module wires to 

another whom has an "event" capability, than that former module must write a function to 

acknowledge the signaling of the latter module's event.  Without careful coding practices, 

race conditions for accessing variables can quickly become an issue in this programming 
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model.  There is no dynamic allocation of memory available, so the threat of buffer 

overrun can also be a source of anguish to a coder who is not diligent in their array 

bounding.  Pointer manipulation is recommended to be kept to a minimum because a 

miscalculated pointer can easily corrupt memory space that does not belong to the coder 

in such a cramped memory environment.  

5.3  PC Development 

All code was developed using Xubuntu 9.04.  The code was developed in conjunction 

with the TinyOS repository downloaded from Sourceforge.com and the Eclipse IDE.  The 

TinyOS plug-in for Eclipse was used to aid in the development process [16]. Recording 

the results from testing was done using the UART capability on the motes and fed 

directly into a terminal application in TinyOS called SerialForwarder.  SerialForwarder is 

a socket server allowing the UART data to be fed to multiple clients simultaneously.  

SFListen can connect to serial forwarder and allow viewing of the raw hex dump of 

information flowing from the mote.  MsgReader is a java program used to read TinyOS 

packets (via SerialForwarder) was also used to process the raw hex dumps into human 

readable format.   
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CHAPTER 6 Experiments and Results 

 

In order to verify the correctness and usefulness of CMULE, several experiments were 

devised to observe the operation of CMULE both without and with jamming occurring.  

As a benchmark to motivate the need for CMULE type operations, a jamming session 

was conducted on an “off the shelf” WSN application called MViz.  In all experiments, 

success or failure is measured as effective throughput.  Effective throughput was 

calculated as the average packet loss percentage combined the average packet 

retransmission percentage.  All data for calculations can be found in Appendix 1. 

6.1 Jammer 

In order to properly test the exfiltration robustness of CMULE, a method of channel 

jamming had to be developed and verified.  Therefore, channel jamming software was 

created utilizing the TelosB platform and TinyOS software.  Jamming is achieved by 

bypassing the CSMA protocol and continuously attempting to send a message 

immediately after a successful transmission is completed.  While developing the jamming 

software, effectiveness was evaluated by launching DoS attacks on a simple WSN 

network and simultaneously attempting to measure the jammer’s throughput.    
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6.1.1 Jammer Effectiveness 

The victim WSN application for testing the jammer was a tutorial application in TinyOS 

called “CountToRadio.”  A counter is updated in one second intervals and broadcast over 

the radio.  Another mote running the same application will display the lower three bits of 

the broadcast counter value on its three LEDs, showing the status of the counter in binary 

form.  A successful DoS attack would mean that neither mote would be able to update 

each other’s counter value, resulting in the halting of LEDs.  The DoS attack proved 

effective in jamming the “Count to Radio” network, only allowing 1 packet per 30 

seconds to penetrate the DoS attack.  A benchmarking mote was also created to count the 

number of packets being sent from the DoS mote.  The average throughput measured for 

the jamming mote was 242.716 packets per second.  Each packet was 28 bytes in length, 

meaning approximately 53 Kbps. 

6.1.2 Jammer Operation 

The channels which the jammer would obstruct and the corresponding duration of the 

attack are defined at compile time as user options.  The user button on the front of the 

TelosB mote is used to toggle between the options, allowing for a total of seven scenarios 

to be chosen.  The option choice is displayed using the LEDs, where the lights represent 

the number zero through seven in binary.  Option zero (no LEDs) resets the jamming 

mote to an inactive state.   

6.2  MViz 

MViz is a demonstration application that uses CTP to collect data from the light sensor 

once per second and sends it to a root node.  The MViz application is part of the TinyOS 
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repository and community maintained [15]. Its main purpose is to be used with a 

counterpart Java visualization program to show the multi-hop capability of CTP in a 

visual form.  MViz was chosen as a demonstration for jammer effectiveness against 

single channel operations because of its simple packet format and straight forward data 

generation pattern of one packet per second.   

6.2.1 MViz Experiment Setup  

The experiment included three MViz nodes, labeled 0,1, and 2.   One alteration was made 

to the MViz code for the purposes of the experiment.  MViz has every node in the 

network sample its light sensor.  This includes the root node.  Data packets generated by 

the root node are never transmitted over the radio as they are pushed straight to the 

UART.  Since root packet data would give no indication of jamming effects, data 

generation at the root was disabled.  The MViz nodes were turned on and allowed to 

configure themselves and network operations.  The MViz nodes then began reporting 

sensor data back to the root.  Included in every packet is a unique counter which 

identifies the chronology of sensor readings taken relative to the mote itself.  Whether or 

not a packet is sent, the counter is incremented once every second.  Both nodes 1 and 2 

generated exactly one reading/packet per second.  A three minute operation without 

jamming yielded approximately 180 packets from each node with no packet loss or 

retransmissions recorded. The jamming experiment began after network initialization and 

recorded all MViz data received by the root from nodes 1 and 2 on a PC.  Data recording 

lasted for 3 minutes.  Both nodes 1 and 2 were located less than 12 inches from the root 

node, so CTP operated in a single hop mode meaning data from both nodes were routed 



directly to the root with no extra hops.  Just after the network began to operate, but before 

data started to be recorded, a jammer was activated.  All nodes, including the jammer, 

operated on channel 26.   
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6.2.2  MViz Experiment Results 
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Figure 6.1: (a)  MViz network operation without jamming                       (b) MViz disruption with jamming 
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Figure 6.2: A) Packet loss and B) retransmission percentages of MViz with 0 and 1 jammer. 
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Figure 6.3: Effective throughput of MViz application with 0 and 1 jammer. 

 

 

The results displayed above show the jammer caused significant network disruption.  

Retransmissions are present in the results because CTP utilizes an acknowledgement 

mechanism to ensure a level of reliable delivery.  Any retransmissions present show that 

the packets are successfully being transmitted, but the corresponding acknowledgements 

are not being received.  The minimum amount of retransmissions found in the recorded 

data is one, with a maximum of five.  CTP allows for 32 retransmission attempts, which 

shows that an acknowledgement was eventually received for each packet.  Due to the 

nature of CTP, acknowledgements are not passed to the host PC as part of the data 

recording process, so they were not observed.  Appendix 1 shows the individual results of 

the MViz recorded data.  The jamming experiment brings the network to an effective 

throughput of 10.84%. 

6.3 CMULE Experiment Setup 

Four experiments were conducted using CMULE.  The first experiment used no jammers.  

The subsequent three experiments used two, three, and four jammers respectively. 10 

CMULE nodes were used during the experiments, labeled 0 through 9.  The nodes were 
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all located within 24 inches of the root node (node 0) and all traffic was routed directly to 

the root node (due to the close proximity).  Each experiment recorded 10 minutes of 

CMULE operation.  A super frame in CMULE is 33 seconds, producing at least 18 

packets per trial.  During each of the experiments, 3 trials were recorded.  Packets 

received at the root node were passed to the UART and recorded on a PC.  Each trial’s 

data had its average retransmission (based on total transmitted data) and loss calculated 

on a “per node” basis based on the expected 18 unique packets.  Each node’s average loss 

and retransmission rate were added together to create a total disruption per node.  The 

average disruption of each node was added together and averaged based on 9 nodes to 

produce an average loss and retransmission of the entire network.  This percentage is 

considered the average percentage of network disruption. 

6.3 .1 CMULE Verification (Experiment 1) 

Trial 1 consisted of verifying the correctness of CMULE operation in the presence of no 

jamming.  All three trials showed no packet loss and only 2 packets retransmitted out of 

all three trials.  Table 1 shows the first super frame MOLS transmission schedule used 

during the experiment. 
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Figure 6.4:  (a) CMULE experiment layout with no jammers. (b) CMULE experiment layout with 4 jammers. 
 

 

6.3 .2 CMULE Experiment with 2 Jammers (Experiment 2) 

Experiment 2 had two jammers introduced into network operations. The jammers 

operated on channels 14 and 16.  The recorded data in Appendix 1 shows the stress 

related to jamming presented in the network, resulting in an almost 20% degradation in 

effective throughput.  

6.3 .3 CMULE Experiment with 3 Jammers (Experiment 3) 

The third experiment adds one jammer to the layout of the second experiment.  Based on 

the same calculations used for Experiment 2, the addition of a third jammer caused only a 



2.88% increase in overall network disruption.  The jammed channels for experiment 3 

were 12, 14, and 16.  The data corresponding to this experiment is located in Appendix 1.  

6.3 .4 CMLE Experiment with 4 Jammers (Experiment 4) 

The 4th experiment used four jammers total.  The jammed channels were 12, 14, 15, and 

17.  The 4th experiment showed a jump of 16.05% in average network disruption.    Most 

noticeable about this experiment was the spike in retransmissions, which is not a feature 

of the other experiments’ data.  Nodes 1 and 8 showed an uncharacteristically high 

retransmission rate, possibly because they hit the most jammed channels or because their 

acknowledgements had a particularly hard time penetrating the jam. 
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 Figure 6.5:  Percent of packet loss and retransmissions using 
CMULE in the presence of jammers 
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Node ID 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Color 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Jammed  X      X X  

Ch\Ti 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
11 (8,1) (9,3) (10,5) (0,7) (1,9) (2,0) (3,2) (4,4) (5,6) (6,8) (7,10) 
12 (9,2) (10,4) (0,6) (1,8) (2,10) (3,1) (4,3) (5,5) (6,7) (7,9) (8,0) 
13 (10,3) (0,5) (1,7) (2,9) (3,0) (4,2) (5,4) (6,6) (7,8) (8,10) (9,1) 
14 (0,4) (1,6) (2,8) (3,10) (4,1) (5,3) (6,5) (7,7) (8,9) (9,0) (10,2) 
15 (1,5) (2,7) (3,9) (4,0) (5,2) (6,4) (7,6) (8,8) (9,10) (10,1) (0,3) 
16 (2,6) (3,8) (4,10) (5,1) (6,3) (7,5) (8,7) (9,9) (10,0) (0,2) (1,4) 
17 (3,7) (4,9) (5,0) (6,2) (7,4) (8,6) (9,8) (10,10) (0,1) (1,3) (2,5) 
18 (4,8) (5,10) (6,1) (7,3) (8,5) (9,7) (10,9) (0,0) (1,2) (2,4) (3,6) 
19 (5,9) (6,0) (7,2) (8,4) (9,6) (10,8) (0,10) (1,1) (2,3) (3,5) (4,7) 
20 (6,10) (7,1) (8,3) (9,5) (10,7) (0,9) (1,0) (2,2) (3,4) (4,6) (5,8) 
21 (7,0) (8,2) (9,4) (10,6) (0,8) (1,10) (2,1) (3,3) (4,5) (5,7) (6,9) 

Table 6.1: Node IDs, colors and jammed nodes during first MOLS of experiment 4 

Figure 6.6:  Effective throughput of CMULE per experiment. 

Table 6.257: First MOLS of experiment 4 with jam affected color combinations highlighted. 
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The highlighted pairs in Table 6.2 show nodes that will be jammed during the first 

super frame based on the settings of experiment 4.  Matching the highlighted colors of 

Table 6.2 to the node IDs in Table 6.1 shows that nodes 1, 7, and 8 will all face jamming 

when the attempt to transmit to the root node.  The 4th highlighted pair in the Table 6.2 

does not appear in Table 6.1.  This is because of the invalid pair (10,10).  The root node 

has no upstream parent, nor would it make an attempt to talk to itself.  Therefore, the 

effects of the fourth jammer during this first super frame are fruitless, since no 

communications will even take place on channel 17. 

6.3 .5 CMULE Experiment Evaluation 

The results obtained show that CMULE dramatically improves communication reliability 

in the face of DoS attacks, especially with the use of packet acknowledgements.  The 

packet loss rate may have been slightly higher without the acknowledgement capability, 

but even so, the dispersion of communication across multiple channels shows a 

considerable reduction in network disruption compared to the MViz example.  Packet 

acknowledgments inherently provide an extra layer of robustness to network operation as 

a means of providing reliable transmission in the face of minor congestion or 

interference.  A synergistic effect between multi-channel transmission and packet-

acknowledgements can be seen in all these experiments, whereas the same 

acknowledgement system proved detrimental in the MViz example.  The jammer used in 

these experiments is not a perfect jammer. If it were, the MViz example would have 

shown a 100% packet loss for both nodes.  Since a maximum of five retransmissions is 

ever seen in the recorded data, the acknowledgements must be passing through the 
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jammer effects within five attempts.  The effects of an imperfect packet jammer will 

make penetration hard, but not impossible for “good” packets.  However, packet 

acknowledgements force a requirement of bidirectional communication between nodes, 

causing all participating motes to compete for transmission time that is already severely 

reduced (by the jammer).  We can see from the MViz experiment that node 2 won air 

time over Node 1 for a majority of the time, thus explaining the disparity of 

retransmission and packet loss between the two nodes.  Multi-channel communication 

resolves the competition of severely reduced air time in imperfect jamming situations.  

Therefore, acknowledgments maximize the possible throughput in the face of imperfect 

jamming, while CMULE bounds the amount of time the node will spend trying to 

penetrate a perfectly jammed channel.  Further, in the case of a perfect jammer, no 

unexpected loss occurs beyond the jammed channels, as communications will continue to 

resume on other channels. The overall packet loss rate is extremely low for all nodes in 

every trial, especially compared to node 1 of MViz.    
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CHAPTER 7 Conclusion 

 

CMULE, an implementation of MULEPRO designed to augment an arbitrary WSN 

networking algorithm by incorporating multi-channel communication capability, provides 

an adequate data exfiltration mechanism in the face of one or more packet level DoS 

attacks. The combining of MULEPRO’s Latin square scheduling algorithm with routing 

data gathered by an underlying multi-hop network algorithm provides the network with 

multi-channel communications while utilizing the routing paths originally formed on a 

common channel.  Multi-channel communication in WSNs is useful for avoiding both 

intentional and unintentional DoS attacks provided the attack does not occur on all 

channels simultaneously.  An experiment conducted with the WSN application called 

MViz showed that the network experienced significant stress from a single packet 

jamming attack with packet loss as high as 81% and retransmissions consisting of 46% of 

the actual throughput.  CMULE’s highest values were 8% for packet loss and 28% for 

retransmissions.  The packet acknowledgement mechanism which quickly causes 

competition among participating nodes in a jammed common channel became a useful 

reliability mechanism in the multi-channel cases.   
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 MViz Node 1 Node 2 Avg Disrupt 
Packet Start Counter 737 771 All Nodes 
Packet End Counter 919 950  
Total Expected  Packets 
  (Based on counters) 

182 179  

Total Actually Transmitted 
  (Based on recorded data) 

42 311  

Packets Lost 148 22  
Retransmissions 16 145  
Total Unique Packets 26 166  
Retransmission  
  (Of transmitted  packets) 

38.10% 46.62%
42.36% 

Loss 
  (Of expected  packets) 

81.32% 12.29%
46.80% 

Total Disrupt 90.11% 93.30% 89.16% 

Table A1.1: MViz experiment results.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Table A1.2: CMULE experiment 2 results. 

 
Exp 2 NodeID Trial1 Trial2 Trial3 Avg Total Disrupt Avg Disrupt
Loss 1 0 0 0 0.00% Per Node All Nodes 
Retrans 1 0 2 2 7.41% 7.41%  
Loss 2 0 0 0 0.00%   
Retrans 2 4 2 6 22.22% 22.22%  
Loss 3 0 0 0 0.00%   
Retrans 3 1 3 2 11.11% 11.11%  
Loss 4 0 0 3 5.56%   
Retrans 4 2 2 1 9.26% 14.81%  
Loss 5 2 0 0 3.70%   
Retrans 5 2 0 2 7.41% 11.11%  
Loss 6 5 4 4 24.07%   
Retrans 6 0 2 1 5.56% 29.63%  
Loss 7 5 0 3 14.81%   
Retrans 7 2 4 0 11.11% 25.93%  
Loss 8 0 0 3 5.56%   
Retrans 8 1 5 3 16.67% 22.22%  
Loss 9 0 3 0 5.56%  6.58%
Retrans 9 3 3 2 14.81% 20.37% 11.73%
Overall       18.31%
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Table A1.3: CMULE experiment 3 results. 

 
Exp 3 NodeID Trial1 Trial2 Trial3 Avg Total Disrupt Avg Disrupt
Loss 1 0 0 0 0.00% Per Node All Nodes 
Retrans 1 2 1 3 11.11% 11.11%  
Loss 2 0 0 0 0.00%   
Retrans 2 9 2 2 24.07% 24.07%  
Loss 3 3 3 0 11.11%   
Retrans 3 0 0 3 5.56% 16.67%  
Loss 4 3 0 0 5.56%   
Retrans 4 4 1 3 14.81% 20.37%  
Loss 5 4 0 3 12.96%   
Retrans 5 2 2 2 11.11% 24.07%  
Loss 6 0 0 0 0.00%   
Retrans 6 6 1 2 16.67% 16.67%  
Loss 7 0 0 0 0.00%   
Retrans 7 1 1 0 3.70% 3.70%  
Loss 8 5 3 4 22.22%   
Retrans 8 4 2 3 16.67% 38.89%  
Loss 9 3 3 3 16.67%  7.61%
Retrans 9 3 3 4 18.52% 35.19% 13.58%
Overall       21.19%
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Table A1.4: CMULE experiment 4 results. 

 
Exp 4 NodeID Trial1 Trial2 Trial3 Avg Total Disrupt Avg Disrupt 
Loss 1 0 1 0 1.85% Per Node All Nodes 
Retrans 1 7 9 6 40.74% 42.59%  
Loss 2 0 0 0 0.00%   
Retrans 2 3 4 5 22.22% 22.22%  
Loss 3 7 4 6 31.48%   
Retrans 3 4 6 5 27.78% 59.26%  
Loss 4 0 0 3 5.56%   
Retrans 4 4 3 5 22.22% 27.78%  
Loss 5 0 0 2 3.70%   
Retrans 5 5 2 5 22.22% 25.93%  
Loss 6 3 0 0 5.56%   
Retrans 6 5 5 5 27.78% 33.33%  
Loss 7 0 0 0 0.00%   
 Retrans 7 4 4 3 20.37% 20.37%  
Loss 8 1 3 2 11.11%   
Retrans 8 8 10 7 46.30% 57.41%  
Loss 9 3 4 3 18.52%  8.64% 
Retrans 9 6 5 4 27.78% 46.30% 28.60% 
Overall       37.24% 
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